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The award-winning writer Richard Holmes speaks 
of using “sensible magic” in his biographies - an 
approach that respects the distance of the past 
while connecting it to the present. 

That is the kind of sorcery the Ancient Lives series aims to achieve. 

The series is founded on the conviction that what has been lost - the 
psychological depth of the biographical portrait can be recovered. 

Biographies are more than histories centered on an individual. At their 
finest they reveal motives and goals, thoughts and feelings, morals 
and values. They allow us inside hearts and minds rather than simply 
showing us deeds and decisions. Even in the partial records that survive 
from antiquity, we find revealing moments and details that give us clear 
glimpses of personality.

The subjects of Yale University Press’s Ancient Lives series are selected 
not only for their importance but for the degree to which their 
portraits can be restored. Our gallery will present thinkers, writers, and 
courtesans as well as kings, queens, and conquerors; Egyptian, Persian, 
and Mesopotamian figures will take their place alongside Greeks and 
Romans. Told in energetic, imaginative prose, the stories of these men 
and women will intrigue and fascinate readers of many stripes.

James Romm, Series Editor



Experience the world of Roman emperor Marcus 
Aurelius and the tremendous challenges he faced 
and overcame with the help of Stoic philosophy. 

 
‘Few writers have been so effective at bringing his complex life and character to the attention 

of modern readers’
Massimo Pigliucci, author of How to Be a Stoic

‘Anyone who wants to understand the author of Meditations should read this book.’ 
Robin Waterfield, author of Marcus Aurelius, Meditations: The Annotated Edition

9780300256666 
HB | £18.99 | Mar 2024
248 Pages | 1 b-w illus.

• Aurelius; Meditations 
were unpublished during 
his lifetime, but today 
they are a most popular 
self-help book and 
spiritual classic with wide 
influence. 

• Robertson’s How to Think 
Like a Roman Emperor 
sold more than 25,000 
copies 

• Robertson has been 
researching Aurelius’ 
life and thought for two 
decades.



The tragic life of Julian, the last non-Christian 
emperor of Rome, by award-winning author 

Philip Freeman.
 

‘Professor Freeman’s meticulous, unsentimental portrait removes all this varnish and restores a 
clearer image of a tragic figure.’ 
Rupert Christiansen, The Telegraph

‘An excellent primer on Julian and sets the context for his arrival on the throne well.’
Jack Watkins, Country Life

9780300256642
HB | £18.99 | Nov 2023
168 Pages | 1 b-w illus.

• Freeman’s books have 
been reviewed favourably 
in Vanity Fair,  Wall Street 
Journal, Washington Post 
and more. 

• This book has an 
interesting hook - if Julian 
hadn’t been killed by a 
random Persian spear, all 
of history may well have 
been different. We might 
still be worshipping the 
ancient gods of Rome. 

• A consise, fast-
paced narrative



A biography of Vergil, Rome’s greatest 
poet, by the acclaimed translator of the Aeneid, 
a towering work of Classical Roman literature.

 
‘A detailed biography of Vergil should be impossible; but Sarah Ruden displays such subtlety, 

such imagination, such love for her subject, as to render the impossible possible.’
Tom Holland, author of Dominion

‘This book should be required reading for every student and reader of Vergil’s immortal verse.’
Daisy Dunn, author of The Shadow of Vesuvius: A Life of Pliny

9780300256611
HB | £18.99 | Oct 2023
200 Pages | 1 b-w illus.

• Ursula K. Le Guin praised 
Ruden for “the best 
translation of The Aeneid, 
certainly the best of our 
time.”  

• There is arguably no 
better biographer of 
Vergil than the translator 
who meticulously 
reproduced his Aeneid. 

• According to Ruden, 
Vergil was the first media 
celebrity, He was the 
Shakespeare, the Charles 
Dickens, the Elvis, the 
Beatles of ancient Rome.



The life, dramatic reign, and enduring legacy of 
the pharaoh, with lessons for the present, from 

the internationally acclaimed Egyptologist.

‘The author succeeds in bringing this distant age to life through telling detail and 
insightful analysis.’

The Economist

‘To include so much about an amazingly larger-than-life personality within such a 
small space is a remarkable achievement.’

John Coleman Darnell

• A fascinating and 
underexplored subject 
- Ramesses the Great 
enjoyed one of the 
longest reigns (67 years) 
of any Egyptian ruler, yet 
has attracted relatively 
little attention 

• Toby Wilkinson has 
been acclaimed as “the 
foremost Egyptologist 
of his time.” His Rise 
and Fall of Ancient Egypt 
was a New York Times 
bestsellee and his books 
on ancient Egypt have 
been translated into 12 
languages 

9780300256659
HB | £18.99 | May 2023
240 Pages | 9 b-w illus.



The story of Rome’s richest man, who 
died a humiliating desert death in search 

of military glory.

‘Brings Crassus to life (and death) adeptly. . . . Stothard tells the story of this campaign 
vividly and skilfully.’ 

Patrick Kidd, The Times (UK)

‘He cleverly explores the life of one of the most puzzling and elusive ‘big men’ in the 
history of Rome, and why it matters.’

Mary Beard

• The first biography of 
Crassus in 40 years 

• As a member of the First 
Triumvirate, Crassus was 
a friend Caesar, a rival 
to Pompey, and a money 
lender to both 

• Parallels to modern 
leaders: A shrewd buyer 
of distressed estates, 
Crassus profited hugely 
from the civil strife in 
late Republican Rome, 
then used his wealth to 
enter into politics 

• Fast paced and succinct

PB | 9780300274172 | £10.99  
Nov 2023 | 184 Pages | 1 Map

HB | 9780300256604 | £18.99  
Oct 2022 | 184 Pages | 1 Map



A portrait of one of the ancient world’s first 
political celebrities, Demetrius, who veered 

from failure to success and back again.

‘Romm has long been one of the most energetic interpreters of ancient Greek 
history for a nonspecialist readership.’

Peter Thonemann, Wall Street Journal

‘This colorful biography of Demetrius...explores his rich inner life and reveals an 
ancient world of violence and intrigue.’

New York Times Book Review

• A brisk and gripping read  

• Will appeal to 
military history buffs, 
Hellenophiles, and fans of 
Alexander the Great

• This is the first trade 
biography of Demetrius. 
There is no other 
popular treatment of 
Demetrius available in 
English.

PB | 9780300274165 | £10.99  
Nov 2023 | 224 Pages | 1 Map

HB | 9780300259070 | £18.99  
Feb 2023 | 224 Pages | 1 Map



A feminist reinterpretation of the myths 
surrounding Cleopatra casts new light on 

the Egyptian queen and her legacy.

‘What distinguishes this book from [previous biographies] is the author’s 
efficient and persuasive writing style. Prose’s prose is, predictably, beautiful.’

Arienne King, World History Encyclopedia
 

‘This account stands out from the rest by highlighting the racist, imperialist and 
orientalist nature of Cleopatra’s portrayals, and for this it should be applauded.’ 

Emma Southon

• Francine Prose is a New 
York Times bestselling 
author and a Finalist 
for the National Book 
Award. She was formerly 
president of the PEN 
American Center.

• Forty-three films, two 
hundred plays and novels, 
forty-five operas, and five 
ballets are associated 
with Cleopatra; she 
looms large in popular 
imagination.

PB | 9780300274158 | £10.99  
Nov 2023 | 208 Pages | 1 Map

HB | 9780300256673 | £18.99  
Nov 2023 | 208 Pages | 1 Map
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Coming soon...

2024
Phocion of Athens | Martin | 9780300256635

2025
Themistocles | Scott | 9780300256598

Demosthenes of Athens | Romm | 9780300269383

2026
Lysander | Kershaw | 9780300273069
Horace | Stothard | 9780300256581
Perpetua | Ruden | 9780300273717

Agrippina the Elder | Southon | 9780300256628
Darius I | Waters | 9780300273786
Berenice | Chilton | 9780300274257

2027
 Augustine | Fredriksen | 9780300269994

Livia | Gillespie | 9780300275100
Boethius | Lerer | 9780300278057

Out now...


